
Invariant-based Synthesis and Composition ofControl Algorithms using BK. Lano1, J. Biarregui1, and A. Sanhez21 Dept. of Computing, Imperial College,180 Queens Gate, London SW7 2BZ2 Departmento de Ingenieria Eletria.CINVESTAV-Guadalajara.Apdo. Postal 31-438.Guadalajara 45090, Jaliso, MexioAbstrat. This paper desribes tehniques for the automati synthesisof veri�ed ontrollers for disrete event systems, based on the invariantsof behaviour required for suh systems. We de�ne alternative struturingapproahes for ontrollers, and the orrespondenes between this deom-position and struturing in the B formal method, whih is used to providean implementation of the ontrol systems.1 IntrodutionA ontrol algorithm for a disrete event system desribes the reations (ontrolsignals to atuators) issued in response to eah input event (from sensors) whihmay be sent to the ontroller. Typially this algorithm will be represented as a�nite state mahine or as a statehart [13℄. In urrent pratie, ontrol algorithmsare developed by hand, thus introduing possibilities for perhaps very expensiveor life-threatening design faults.The automati synthesis of ontrol algorithms has the potential to redueerrors in the development of disrete event ontrol systems, and make the de-velopment proess for suh systems more systemati and hene assessable. Theemphasis in development an therefore shift to earlier requirements analysis andeliitation phases, with bene�ts for the orretness and safety properties of suhsystems.In the method developed in the ROOS projet we represent a reative ontrolsystem using standard DCFD notation, exept that input event ows are indi-ated by dashed lines and output ommand ows by solid lines (see for example,Figure 1). This orresponds to the onvention used on �nite state mahines.Exept for the most trivial systems, it is neessary to modularise the spei�-ation of the ontrol algorithm, in order to obtain analysable desriptions. Thereare several ways in whih suh a deomposition an be ahieved:1. Hierarhial omposition of ontrollers: events e are dealt with �rst by anoverseer ontroller S whih handles ertain interations between omponents,
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Fig. 1. Struture of Reative Control Systemsand e (or derived events) are then sent to subordinate ontrollers responsiblefor managing the individual behaviour of subomponents.This design is appropriate if some ontrol aspets an be managed at anaggregate level separately from ontrol aspets whih an be managed at anindividual omponent level. It an also be used to separate responsibility fordealing with ertain subsidiary aspets of a ontrol problem (suh as faultdetetion) from the alulation of ontrol responses.Subordinate ontrollers S1 and S2 should ontrol disjoint sets of atuators, orbe independent on shared atuators in the sense that for any two ommandsequenes a1 and a2 issued by S1 and S2 respetively to a shared atuatorA, any permutation of a1 a a2 has the same state-transformation e�et onA as a1a a2. The timing of the responses of S1 and S2 relative to eah othermust also not be ritial.2. Horizontal omposition of ontrollers: events are opied to two separate on-trol algorithms S1 and S2, whih ompute their reations independently.As with hierarhial omposition, S1 and S2 should ontrol disjoint sets ofatuators, or be independent on shared atuators.3. Deomposition by ontrol mode: A separate ontroller is spei�ed for theontrol reations to be arried out in eah mode or phase of the system [7℄.The �rst two are based on the physial deomposition of the atual system,whilst the third is based on temporal deomposition.The design pattern Chain of Responsibility [6℄ is partiularly relevant tothe �rst approah, whilst the design pattern State is relevant as a means ofimplementing the third approah.2 Case StudiesIn this paper we will use two simple ase studies for illustration purposes. Moreomplex ase studies are desribed in the paper [8℄.



2.1 Gas BurnerThis system ontrols the valves and igniter of a simple gas burner (Figure 2).When the swith is pressed the ontroller should try to move the system into astate where the air valve is open, the gas valve is open, the ame is ignited andthe igniter is o�. If ame appears while the swith is o�, the air valve shouldbe opened. The states of all omponents are binary: avstate : fopen; losedg
(present | absent)
Flame detectorSwitch (on | off)
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Fig. 2. Components of Gas Burnerrepresents the air valve state; gvstate : fopen; losedg represents the gas valve;istate : fon; o� g the igniter state; swstate : fon; o� g the swith state, andfdstate : fpresent ; absentg the ame detetor state.The invariants of operational behaviour are:1. swstate = on ) gvstate = open ^ avstate = open2. swstate = on ^ fdstate = absent ) istate = on3. fdstate = present ) avstate = open ^ istate = o�4. swstate = o� ) gvstate = losed ^ istate = o�5. swstate = o� ^ fdstate = absent ) avstate = losedAn operational onstraint is also that the igniter annot be on unless the gasvalve is open:istate = on ) gvstate = openA required safety onstraint is that the gas valve annot be open unless the airvalve is:gvstate = open ) avstate = open



2.2 Train Control SystemThe aim of this system is to safely ontrol a train to ensure that the train onlymoves when the doors are loked. Its sensors are:{ Door: dstate : floked ; losed ; opening ; losing ; openg{ Motion sensor: motstate : fstationary ;movingg{ Swith (to start train): swstate : fon; o� g{ Door button (to open/lose doors): dbstate : fon; o� gIts atuators are:{ Motor: mstate : fon; o� g{ Brake: bstate : fon; o� gThe safety invariants are:1. motstate = moving ) dstate : flosing ; losed ; lokedg2. dstate 6= loked ) mstate = o� ^ bstate = on3. bstate = o� � mstate = on (the motor is on i� the brake is o�).The operational invariants are:1. swstate = on ^ dstate = loked ) mstate = on2. dbstate = o� ) dstate : flosing ; losed ; lokedg3. swstate = o� ) mstate = o�4. dbstate = on ^ swstate = o� ^ motstate = stationary ) dstate :fopen; openingg5. swstate = on ) dstate : flosing ; losed ; lokedg (the train swith haspriority over the door button).3 Reative Systems Development Using BB [1℄ is a model-based formal method whih provides modules, known as ma-hines, enapsulating data and operations on that data. Modules an be aessedfrom other modules via mehanisms suh as INCLUDES , SEES , et. There isextensive tool support for B provided by the B Toolkit [4℄ and Atelier B [3℄toolsets.The following steps are taken to speify in B a ontroller for a disrete eventsystem, desribed in terms of a set of atuators and sensors, and required re-ations to events deteted by the sensors, and invariants that the state of thesystem must satisfy [8℄.1. Produe a data and ontrol ow diagram (DCFD) of the entire ontrol sys-tem, showing all signals from sensors to the ontroller and all ommandsfrom the ontroller to atuators.2. Produe omponent models { desribing the events eah devie (sensor oratuator) generates or responds to. These models are given as state mahines.3. Formalise: (i) required reations to events; (ii) safety properties/invariants.



4. Partition the DCFD where possible into a set of ontrollers eah managinga disjoint set of atuators.5. Speify ontrollers in B: eah input event responded to by the ontroller hasa orresponding operation whih desribes that response (for eah possiblemode of the ontroller).The invariant of eah ontroller expresses loal ontrol invariants for thepartiular olletion of sensors and atuators that it manages.6. Speify sensors/atuators in B: these spei�ations represent the ontrollersinferred knowledge about the physial system, on the basis of events it hasreeived and produed.7. Implement ontroller using library omponents. Proedural ontroller syn-thesis [12℄ is used to derive the ontrol algorithms (ordering of atuatorsignals) required for eah event response.8. Implement sensor/atuator spei�ations { these will be linked eventually toatual physial devies.9. Speify and implement an `outer level' omponent whih detets input events(eg: by polling sensors, by extration from message queues, et) and noti�esthe ontroller that they have ourred. This is usually de�ned in terms ofthe ontroller modes, following [7℄.Animation an be applied to the ontroller spei�ations to hek that the spe-i�ed behaviour is atually what the user intends, and that it avoids hazardsenarios.Proof an be applied to spei�ations to hek internal orretness of ma-hines and interfaes: ie, that the invariants of the mahines are maintained bytheir operations, and that operations are alled only in situations where theirpreonditions hold. Proof an be applied between spei�ations and implemen-tations to hek that the implemented response behaviour meets the spei�a-tions1.4 Synthesis of Control Algorithms from InvariantsThe invariants for ontroller behaviour, both operational and safety, an be usedto synthesise the required algorithm, ie, the reation to individual events.A typial operational invariant will have the form:sstate = s1 ^ G ) astate = onwhere sstate is some sensor state, G a guard involving other sensor or atuatorstates, and astate is an atuator state. This represents an obligation that theatuator must be on if an assoiated swith or trigger sensor is `on' and a guardis satis�ed.Then the reation to any event whih sets sstate to s1 while G is true mustset astate to be on. Also, any event whih results in G beoming true whilstsstate = s1 must also have a reation whih sets astate = on.1 Although proof of temporal properties is outside the sope of the B tools at present.



A safety invariant will often have the onverse form, ie:astate = on ) G ^ sstate = s1stating that the atuator is only ativated when it is required and it is safe tooperate.This means that the reation to any event whih sets sstate 6= s1 or whihinvalidates G must set astate o� if it is not already o�.More preisely, the algorithm for synthesising an abstrat B spei�ationfrom the invariants is as follows:{ For eah event e (whih a�ets the state of a partiular sensor, say sstate):1. identify all invariants whih may be invalidated by this state hange {ie, invariants of the formsstate = s1 ^ G1 ) astate = a12. identify atuator hanges needed to maintain these invariants { gathertogether in a single onditional lause all ases of hanges to a partiularatuator:IF G1THENastate := a1ELSEIF G2THENastate := a2...All possible ases should be de�ned in the invariants { for missing asesadditional invariants will have to be provided by the developer. Thesethen give rise to a hierarhially organised set of onditional lauses,with the most general onditions in the outer onditional tests and morespei� subases in the inner tests.Optionally, assignments to atuator states an be replaed by invoa-tions of orresponding operations of a mahine whih enapsulates theatuator state.3. Compose hanges to di�erent atuators by jj.Consider the gas burner system operational invariants given in Setion 2.Together they an be used to generate a omplete abstrat ontrol algorithm(without orderings of individual omponent ations). If the initial state of thesystem is (o� ; absent ; losed ; losed ; o� ) where we order omponent states as(swstate; fdstate; avstate; gvstate; istate), then we have the algorithm presentedin Figure 3. The axioms whih give the e�et of eah transition are shown besideit. The B ode of the operations is as follows:swith_on =PRE swstate = offTHENswstate := on ||
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Fig. 3. Abstrat Derived Gas Burner Controllergvstate := open ||avstate := open ||IF fdstate = absentTHENistate := onENDEND;swith_off =PRE swstate = onTHENswstate = off ||gvstate := losed ||istate := off ||IF fdstate = absentTHENavstate := losedENDEND;flame_appears =PRE fdstate = absentTHENfdstate := present ||avstate := open ||istate := offEND;flame_disappears =



PRE fdstate = presentTHENfdstate := absent ||IF swstate = onTHENistate := onELSEavstate := losedENDENDAxioms an also be used to derive the orderings of individual atuator ommandswithin eah ontrol reation. The safety onstraint gvstate = open ) avstate =open means that the air valve must be opened before the gas valve, in reationswhere both are opened. In reations where both are losed, the gas valve mustbe losed �rst.The operational onstraint istate = on ) gvstate = open means that thegas valve must be opened before the igniter is swithed on, in reations whih setboth atuators on. In reations whih set both o�, the igniter must be swithedo� �rst.In some ases, a number of possibilities for the ordering of atuator ommandswithin ontrol reations will remain after suh analysis. The designer must thenmake some seletion of an admissible ordering.A safety invariant of the formastate = x ) sstate = san be rewritten as the logially equivalentsstate 6= s ) astate 6= xwhih an be treated as for the operational invariants desribed above: any eventwhih results in sstate leaving state s must also ensure astate 6= x (if there ismore than one possibility for the new value of astate, then the designer mustspeify a value).An invariant of the formastate = x ) sstate1 = s1 ^ : : : ^ sstaten = snis equivalent to the separate invariantssstate1 6= s1 ) astate 6= x...sstaten 6= sn ) astate 6= xAs another example, operational invariant 4 of the train ontrol system im-plies that beomes stationary has the abstrat reation:



beomes_stationary =PRE motstate = movingTHENmotstate := stationary ||IF dbstate = on & swstate = offTHENstart_openENDENDAll the operations of this system an be synthesised from the invariants givenabove in a similar way.5 Guidelines for Reative Controller StruturingTwo ontrasting approahes to deomposing the ontroller of a reative systemhave been developed. A \top-down" approah based on the system invariants isdesribed in this setion. This tends to produe quite large ontroller modulesbased around physial subparts of the ontrolled system, or alternative modes ofits behaviour. Alternatively, an approah based on synthesis of neessary ontrolfuntionality from haining of small ontroller modules an be taken (Setions 7,8). This \bottom-up" approah tends to produe lots of small ontrol modulesakin to logi gates.The invariants of a reative system an be used to selet suitable ontrollerdeompositions, as follows.Fault Detetion If there is an invariant I on a group of sensor states only, thenthis represents an assumption about the normal state of the environment.Fault-detetion tests an be used to hek if this fails to hold, and raise anexeption or fore a hange of mode to a fault-handling mode. These shouldbe in fault-detetion layers whih are wrappers around the main ontroller.Horizontal Deomposition If there are disjoint groups of atuators A and Band no invariants linking any atuator in A to any in B , then these groupsan be ontrolled independently by horizontal deomposition.Vertial Deomposition Conversely, if there is some invariant linking a set Aof atuators and S of sensors, then there must be some supervisor ontrollerwhih manages (diretly or indiretly) eah of these atuators, in order toensure the invariant, and whih has events for all of the events generatedfrom the sensors in S .Subordinate Controllers If there are invariants whih link a proper subsetof the atuators, then this suggests the reation of a subordinate ontrollerwhih manages this set. This is partiularly so if the states are ompletelylinked, ie, the value of one atuator state is a funtion of one or more others.These guidelines have been applied in the ase studies of a steam boiler [2, 5℄,whih used fault-detetion layers and vertial omposition, and the produtionell [9, 8℄, whih used horizontal and vertial omposition. In the train ontrol



system it an be seen that the brake and motor states are funtionally linked,so should be managed by a loal Motor/Brake ontroller.6 Standard Sensors and AtuatorsA very simple form of sensor is a binary swith (Figure 4). The orresponding
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switch_offFig. 4. STD of Swithtemplate B mahine is:MACHINE SwithSETS State = {on, off}VARIABLES sstateINVARIANT sstate: StateINITIALISATION sstate := offOPERATIONSswith_on =PRE sstate = offTHEN sstate := onEND;swith_off =PRE sstate = onTHEN sstate := offENDENDA ommon three-state model is a timer struture, with two ontrolled transi-tions start and reset and an unontrolled transition for expires (Figure 5). Thismodel is also appliable to many other devies, suh as a bar-ode reader [8℄.Another frequently enountered atuator/sensor is a 4-state model suh as asimple valve (Figure 6). This has the orresponding B model:MACHINE ValveSETS VState = {losed, opening, open, losing}VARIABLES vstateINVARIANT vstate: VStateINITIALISATION vstate := losed
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reset expiresFig. 5. STD of TimerOPERATIONSstart_open =PRE vstate: {losed, losing}THEN vstate := openingEND;start_lose =PRE vstate: {open, opening}THEN vstate := losingEND;ompletes_open =PRE vstate = openingTHEN vstate := openEND;ompletes_lose =PRE vstate = losingTHEN vstate := losedENDENDA version with failures is given in Figure 7.6.1 Standard Data Stores/RepositoriesOften, auxiliary information is needed for a ontrol algorithm. For example, faultdetetion may require that we keep a reord of ommands sent in the previousyle to detet if these ommands have been arried out or not [5℄. Repositoryomponents an also be de�ned as state mahines, usually with attributes.The most basi example is a single variable of bounded numeri or enumer-ated type, with ations update(v : T ) and read() : T to modify and aessthis value. Suh omponents are immediately implementable using the B libraryomponents Nvar and Vvar .Other neessary data strutures inlude sequenes with ations add(x : T ),remove(), head() : T , is empty() : BOOL, et. Sequenes are diretly imple-mentable using the B seq and seq obj mahines.
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7 Patterns for Control AlgorithmsCertain simple ontrol mehanisms our quite frequently, so it is appropriate tokeep a list of ready-built ontrollers for these ases, whih an then be adaptedto partiular sensors and atuators by renaming, and hained together to de�nemore elaborate ontrol funtions.7.1 And Combination of InputsThis ontroller takes inputs from two swithes, produes a goon ommand onlyif both swithes have been set on, and produes a goo� ommand when eitherone or the other is set o� (when the other is on). Figure 8 shows the strutureof this ontrol system. A similar algorithm an be used if the output is produed
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Fig. 8. And Controller Systemif either swith goes on (an OrController).7.2 Priority ControllerIn this ase two atuators are ontrolled. The ontroller swithes on atuatorA whenever swith A is on, and swithes it o� whenever swith A is o�, andsimilarly for atuator B and swith B . However atuator B annot be on ifswith A is on, so A has priority over B . Figure 9 shows the system in this ase.The B ontroller spei�ation is:MACHINE PriorityControllerINCLUDES AtuatorA, AtuatorBSETS State = {on, off}VARIABLES sastate, sbstateINVARIANT sastate: State & sbstate: State &
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sastate := off ||agooff ||IF sbstate = onTHENbgoonENDEND;swith_offb =PRE sbstate = onTHENsbstate := off ||IF sastate = offTHENbgooffENDENDEND7.3 Valve ControllerIn this ase a single swith ontrols a single valve atuator/sensor. The B odeis:MACHINE ValveControllerINCLUDES ValvePROMOTES ompletes_open, ompletes_loseSETS State = {on, off}VARIABLES sstateINVARIANT sstate: State &(sstate = on => vstate: {opening, open}) &(sstate = off => vstate: {losing, losed})INITIALISATION sstate := offOPERATIONSswith_on =PRE sstate = offTHENsstate := on ||start_openEND;swith_off =PRE sstate = onTHENsstate := off ||start_loseENDEND



8 Composition by ChainingThe output (as a stream of ommands) of one of these standard ontrollers anbe used as input for another. Eg: we an hain an And ontroller into a Valveontroller to ontrol a system where the valve must be on i� two sensors areboth on. An n-ary And ontroller an be formed by haining n-1 binary Andontrollers together.A partiular example of omposition is the train ontroller. We an expressthis as a omposition of a priority ontroller (with inputs from the swith (pri-ority) and door swith), outputting to the motor/brake aggregate (in plae ofatuator A) and to an And ontroller whose other input is the motion sensor(going stationary ats as the swith on in this ase). The output of this Andontroller goes to a valve ontroller whose output goes to the door atuator.Figure 10 shows this.
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Fig. 10. Composed Train Controller SystemThis form of omposition is at a very low level ompared with that of hor-izontal and vertial omposition, and is akin to omposition of logi gates indigital iruitry.9 Tool DevelopmentA suite of tools has been developed in Visual C++ for the de�nition and trans-formation of state mahine desriptions of a reative system, and the translationof these state mahines into B spei�ations and implementations [10℄. The fol-lowing failities are provided:1. Cheks on the existene or orretness of abstration mappings between twostate mahines, inluding onstrution of suh mappings where they exist.
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